INTRODUCTION
============

Organic semiconductors based on small conjugated molecules and polymers have received increasing attention in recent years because of their promising applications in various devices, including organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) ([@R1]--[@R10]), organic photovoltaics (OPVs) ([@R11]--[@R17]), and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) ([@R18], [@R19]). Among them, OFETs are emerging as a promising technology for the low-cost production of flexible, light-weight, ubiquitous electronic devices for the Internet of Things or wearable electronic applications ([@R20], [@R21]). The key performance metric of OFETs is the high charge carrier mobility. One of the main factors governing charge mobilities is the chemical structure of the conjugated frameworks and the intermolecular (or interchain) π-orbital overlap ([@R22], [@R23]). Both molecular orbital tuning and crystal engineering strategies have been intensively explored to enhance charge mobilities of small molecular semiconductors, and a wide range of conjugated frameworks were designed and studied to enhance device performance ([@R24], [@R25]). In addition, approaches have been invented to improve intermolecular packing through controlled thin-film deposition techniques. For instance, Giri and coworkers ([@R26]) demonstrated that solution shearing could incrementally change the molecular packing of 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene to achieve a maximum mobility as high as 4.6 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^. Furthermore, they invented micropillar-patterned shearing blades, which significantly improved the thin-film morphology, and as a result, the hole mobility for thin films of 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene reached 11 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ ([@R27]).

Semiconducting conjugated polymers, in particular donor-acceptor (D-A) polymers, have also been intensively investigated because (i) they can be easily solution-processed to form thin films and (ii) their electronic structures and interchain π-π interactions can be tuned by varying the building blocks of the polymer backbone and molecular engineering of side chains. A number of conjugated polymers exhibiting *p*-type, *n*-type, and even ambipolar semiconducting behavior have been reported ([@R7], [@R24], [@R25], [@R28], [@R29]). Tseng *et al*. ([@R28]) successfully achieved uniaxial alignment of the polymer poly\[4-(4,4-dihexadecyl-4*H*-cyclopenta-\[1,2-*b*:5,4-*b*′\]dithiophen-2-yl)-alt-\[1,2,5\]thiadiazolo\[3,4-*c*\]pyridine\] (PCDTPT) into highly oriented fibers by combining nanogrooved substrates and slow-drying in a tunnel-like configuration, and reported high hole mobility up to 23.7 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^. High charge carrier mobility was also obtained for conjugated polymers by using capillary action to induce the self-assembly of polymer chains into macroscopically aligned nanostructures ([@R29]). Note that several of these high-mobility D-A copolymers lack significant long-range order and are nearly amorphous, but they outperform the highly ordered, semicrystalline, polythiophene-based polymers ([@R30], [@R31]). In a recent study, Venkateshvaran *et al.* ([@R32]) concluded that (i) these polymers display a low degree of energetic disorder and (ii) charge transport in these polymers occurs predominantly along the conjugated polymer backbone and requires only occasional intermolecular hopping via interchain π-π stacking.

Charge-transfer doping with *p*- and *n*-dopants has been intensively investigated as a means of controlling threshold voltages, on/off ratios, and charge mobilities of organic and polymeric semiconductors ([@R33]--[@R38]). Such chemical charge-transfer doping would induce the formation of more mobile carriers in the organic semiconductor and increase the conductivity. Enhancement of charge mobility has indeed been observed in some chemically doped organic semiconductors, but the *I*~on~/*I*~off~ ratio is reduced concomitantly after chemical doping ([@R33], [@R35], [@R38]).

Incorporation of additives into the electron D-A blending systems has been widely used to optimize phase separation and thus enhance power conversion efficiencies for photovoltaic cells ([@R39], [@R40]). Such a physical blending approach without involving charge-transfer doping has also been explored for organic semiconductors to improve their semiconducting performances, but with limited success. So far, only a few additives have been demonstrated to be able to enhance charge carrier mobilities of organic and polymeric semiconductors, and for the most part, the achievable mobilities even after incorporation of these additives are still rather low ([@R41]--[@R44]). Smith and coworkers ([@R42]) have achieved a hole mobility enhancement by blending small conjugated molecules \[for example, 2,8-difluoroanthra\[2,3-*b*:6,7-*b′*\] dithiophene-5,11-diyl)bis(ethyne-2,1-diyl))bis(triethylsilane) (diF-TES-ADT)\] with conjugated polymers such as poly(dimethyltriarylamine) and poly(dialkylfluorene-co-dimethyltriarylamine). The enhancement of charge carrier mobility has been reported in a few cases ([@R45]) by addition of nonsolvents to solutions of conjugated D-A polymers to induce aggregation and improve nanostructural order and interchain π-π interactions. Organic semiconductor/dielectric polymer blends with vertical phase separation have been successfully used to fabricate field-effect transistors (FETs); the charge carrier mobility has been found to be dependent on the molar fraction of the dielectric polymer in the blending thin film, but the resulting peak mobility is still low ([@R46]). Treat *et al*. ([@R47]) have successfully used minute amounts of commercially available nucleating agents, which were originally designed for melt solidification of isotactic polypropylene, to efficiently manipulate the solidification kinetics of small molecules and polymeric semiconductors. The application of these nucleating agents creates a new way to fabricate thin-film transistors with uniform electrical characteristics at high yield. However, the presence of such nucleating agents in the semiconducting thin films cannot lead to mobility enhancement.

During our studies on conjugated D-A polymers with positively charged moieties in the side chains, we accidently discovered that incorporation of ammonium salts into certain conjugated D-A polymers can improve the interchain packing order and enhance their charge carrier mobilities. Here, we report the finding that the charge carrier mobility of thin films of the conjugated polymer \[poly-\[2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)pyrrolo\[3,4-*c*\]pyrrole-1,4(2*H*,5*H*)-dionel-alt-thieno\[3,2-*b*\]thiophene\] (DPPTTT; see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) can be remarkably enhanced by co-depositing the polymer with an ionic additive, tetramethylammonium iodide (NMe~4~I), without extra treatments. Structural and spectroscopic studies were performed to understand the origin of such improvement of charge transport within the polymer thin film after introducing NMe~4~I.

![Chemical structures of DPPTTT and NMe~4~I.](1600076-F1){#F1}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Charge carrier mobility of the neat DPPTTT film
-----------------------------------------------

The conjugated D-A polymer under investigation is DPPTTT ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which was prepared and purified according to the reported procedures ([@R48], [@R49]). The structural data were identical with those reported previously ([@R48], [@R49]). *M*~w~ (weight-average molecular weight) of DPPTTT was measured to be 225 kD with a polydispersity of 2.7. The bottom-gate/bottom-contact (BGBC) FETs with thin films of DPPTTT were fabricated with conventional techniques (see Materials and Methods). As expected, typical *p*-type semiconducting behavior was observed on the basis of the transfer and output curves (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The hole mobility was estimated to be 1.2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ based on the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ for the as-prepared device, and it increased to 9.8 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ after thermal annealing at 180°C for 1.0 hour under vacuum. These performance data are almost the same as those reported by Li and coworkers ([@R49]). We note that the transfer characteristics are not ideal and typically exhibit a region of higher slope at low gate voltage and a region of smaller slope at high gate voltage. Similar non-ideal electrical characteristics have been observed for many DPP-based copolymers, and their origin is currently not clearly understood ([@R30], [@R32], [@R48]--[@R51]). In the absence of an established method of mobility extraction for these materials, we also report below estimated values for mobilities extracted using a very conservative two-point method (see [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is not meant to be a scientifically rigorous method of mobility extraction, but it provides an important, conservative estimate of the current-carrying performance of the device. The two-point method is essentially providing a conservative estimate of what mobility an ideal transistor with the same geometry and gate dielectric would need to have to generate the same ON current at high gate voltage. In our view, such a conservative cross-check of mobility should always be performed when the measured device characteristics are not ideal.

![OFET characteristics for DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I.\
Transfer (*V*~DS~ = −60 V) and output characteristics of neat DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1; the transistor channel width (*W*) and channel length (*L*) were 8800 and 80 μm, respectively.](1600076-F2){#F2}

![Transfer characteristics and mobility distribution for DPPTTT-NMe~4~I.\
(**A**) Hole mobilities were extracted in two ways: (i) fitting the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ (purple line) and (ii) taking the two points at *V*~Th~ and *V*~GS~ = −30 V of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ (blue line) to provide a very conservative estimate of hole mobility. (**B**) Hole mobility (obtained by fitting the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~) distribution for the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films at a molar ratio of 30:1. (**C**) Hole mobility (obtained by conservative estimate) distribution for the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films at a molar ratio of 30:1.](1600076-F3){#F3}

Charge carrier mobility of DPPTTT film after incorporation of NMe~4~I
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Thin films of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I were prepared by adding a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution of NMe~4~I to the hot *o*-dichlorobenzene (*o*-DCB) solution of DPPTTT, followed by spin-coating the hot mixed solution onto the octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)--modified SiO~2~/Si substrate. The corresponding FETs were fabricated in the same way as with the neat DPPTTT films. The molar ratio between the repeat units of DPPTTT versus NMe~4~I was 7.5:1, 15:1, 30:1, and 45:1. On the basis of the output and transfer curves shown for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film of molar ratio 30:1 in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the *p*-type semiconducting property of DPPTTT was retained after addition of NMe~4~I. Surprisingly, compared to the pure DPPTTT film, the ON current was enhanced from \~1.1 × 10^−4^ to \~1.3 × 10^−3^ A (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The OFF current also increased about 10-fold, which may be due to broadening the tail of the density of states induced by additive NMe~4~I ([@R52]). This implies that the hole mobility of the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I film is significantly higher than that of the neat film. The hole mobility of the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1 was first extracted in the manner described above for pure DPPTTT film, namely, the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ at low voltages was fitted. [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of hole mobilities for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1. The average μ~h~ was estimated to be 19.5 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, which was 24 times higher than that of the pure DPPTTT film without thermal annealing. Notably, the highest μ~h~ was 26.2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^. It should be pointed out that the transfer curves for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films were again not ideal, being similar to those for neat DPPTTT film ([@R49]). Efforts were made to improve the ideality of the transfer curve. For instance, the dielectric layer was changed to a CYTOP/SiO~2~ layer. As shown in fig. S1, the deviation of the resulting plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ from the linearity became less prominent for both films. We note that (i) such remarkable enhancement of charge mobility by incorporation of NMe~4~I was to the best of our knowledge never reported and (ii) high hole mobility up to 26.2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ was achieved without thermal annealing or any other posttreatments in ambient atmosphere. Alternatively, the hole mobility was also estimated more conservatively. Two points at *V*~Th~ and *V*~GS~ = −30 V of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~, which is out of the linear range (see [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), were selected, and μ~h~ was estimated to be 4.4 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ in this way for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I film. This value provides a lower limit estimate of the mobility and a robust estimate of the current-carrying ability of the device at high gate voltages that can be compared to other OFETs with more ideal characteristics. In the same manner, a hole mobility of 0.8 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ was obtained for the neat DPPTTT thin film without thermal annealing. [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of hole mobilities for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1, which were estimated with the two-point method. In this way, the average mobilities of the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (at a molar ratio of 30:1) and neat thin films were estimated to be 3.6 and 0.6 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, respectively. Again, the hole mobility of the DPPTTT thin film increased by a factor of 6 after the addition of NMe~4~I. Because the choice of gate voltage in the two-point mobility extraction method is arbitrary, we also selected two other points (at *V*~Th~ and *V*~GS~ = −20 V and *V*~Th~ and *V*~GS~ = −40 V; see fig. S2). The estimated mobilities listed in table S1 depend weakly on the choice of gate voltage, but the enhancement of hole mobility for the DPPTTT thin film after incorporation of NMe~4~I is clearly observed for all cases. The hole mobility of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film was kept nearly unaltered after thermal annealing at 80°C, but it started to decrease after further thermal annealing at 100° and 120°C (see fig. S3).

Hole mobilities of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films at other molar ratios were also extracted by the two methods (see fig. S4) and are listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Hole mobilities were found to be enhanced by incorporating NMe~4~I for all molar ratios. The highest performance enhancement was observed at a molar ratio of 30:1. *I*~on~*/I*~off~ ratios for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films at molar ratios of 45:1 and 30:1 were found to be in the range of 10^6^ to 10^7^ as for the neat DPPTTT thin film, whereas those for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at molar ratios of 15:1 and 7.5:1 were lowered to 10^5^ to 10^6^ and 10^3^ to 10^4^ (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), respectively. This was caused by the large enhancement of *I*~off~ (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Such *I*~off~ enhancement can be interpreted as follows: when more NMe~4~I is incorporated into the DPPTTT thin film, the Coulomb wells associated with the iodide anions begin to overlap, leading to a reduction of the barrier height for charge hopping and broadening the tail of the density of states, which is expected to induce an increase in conductivity ([@R52]).

###### The mobilities (μ), threshold voltages (*V*~Th~), on/off ratios (*I*~on~/*I*~off~), *I*~off~, and subthreshold slop (*S*) for as-prepared BGBC FET devices.

                                   **DPPTTT\***    **DPPTTT/NMe~4~I \*^†^**                                 
  -------------------------------- --------------- -------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
  μ**^‡^ (cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^)**     0.8 (2.1)       8.1 (12.9)                 15.4 (20.1)    19.5 (26.2)    13.6 (17.3)
  μ**^§^ (cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^)**     0.6 (0.8)       1.6 (2.2)                  2.8 (3.8)      3.6 (4.4)      2.4 (3.5)
  ***V*~Th~ (V)**                  −4 to 2         −1 to 2                    −3 to 1        −3 to 1        −3 to 2
  ***I*~on~/*I*~off~ (log~10~)**   6--7            3--4                       5--6           6--7           6--7
  ***I*~off~ (A) (average)**       5.5 × 10^−10^   8.5 × 10^−7^               5.4 × 10^−8^   6.1 × 10^−9^   2.5 × 10^−9^
  ***S* (V decade^−1^)**           3--3.2          0.9--1.1                   1.0--1.4       1.0--1.2       1.0--1.3

\*All data were obtained in air based on more than 50 FET devices with *W* = 8800 μm and *L* = 80 μm at *V*~DS~ = −60 V.

†Molar ratio of the repeat moiety of DPPTTT versus NMe4I.

‡Hole mobility, extracted by fitting the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~, in the form of average (high).

§Hole mobility, on the basis of two points of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ at *V*~Th~ and *V*~GS~ = −30 V using the equation *I*~DS~ = *C*~*i*~μ(*V*~GS~ − *V*~Th~)^2^*W*/2*L* (see text), in the form of average (high).

Apart from NMe~4~I, tetramethylammonium bromide (NMe~4~Br) was also examined as an additive incorporated into the DPPTTT thin film in the same way. Figure S5 shows the transfer and output curves for the FET with the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~Br at a molar ratio of 30:1. The hole mobility of the as-prepared FET with DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~Br was obtained by fitting the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ (see fig. S5). The highest and average mobilities were determined to be 13.7 and 9.2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, respectively, being ca. 6 and 11 times those the neat DPPTTT thin film.

The possible effect of DMSO, which was used to dissolve NMe~4~I, on the enhancement of charge carrier mobility was examined by performing control experiments without NMe~4~I. The same volumes of DMSO were added to the same *o*-DCB solution of DPPTTT as for the preparation of the respective DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films at different molar ratios, followed by spin-coating the solutions on the same substrates and fabrication of FETs in the same manner as for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films. As depicted in fig. S6, the respective transfer curves were well overlapped with that of the neat DPPTTT thin film without using DMSO as a co-solvent. Clearly, the thin-film hole mobility was not affected by the addition of DMSO.

The operational stability of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I FETs was also found to be good. As an example, the ON current *I*~on~ and OFF current *I*~off~ of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1 remained relatively constant when switching the device ON (−30 V) and OFF 300 times as depicted in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the variation of hole mobility and *I*~on~/*I*~off~ after the devices were left in air for different periods. μ~h~ decreased slightly after the device had been left in air for 6 days and then remained almost unaltered even after 60 days. Therefore, the device air stability of the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films was satisfactory.

![Operational stability of OFETs with DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films.\
(**A**) Cyclic stability of a representative device with the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1 showing maintenance of ON and OFF currents during 300 continuous on/off cycles. (**B**) Variation of hole mobility and *I*~on~/*I*~off~ for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I FET at a molar ratio of 30:1 after the device was left in air for different periods.](1600076-F4){#F4}

Mechanism for the remarkable mobility enhancement
-------------------------------------------------

Possible mechanisms for such mobility enhancement by incorporation of NMe~4~I may include (i) a contribution of ionic conductivity, (ii) a chemical charge-transfer doping of the organic semiconductor, (iii) a beneficial effect of the ionic additive on the thin-film morphology and/or microstructure of the polymer, or (iv) a doping-induced reduction of contact resistance.

If the drift of ions and ionic conductivity would make a significant contribution to the mobility enhancement under FET operational conditions, significant hysteresis would be expected between the output/transfer curves measured with forward and reverse voltage sweeps. Figure S7 shows the initial transfer/output curves for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (30:1) thin film and those after the third, fifth, seventh, and tenth forward voltage sweep. It is clear that these output/transfer curves almost overlap. For comparison, the corresponding transfer/output curves were also measured for neat DPPTTT thin films in the same way; as shown in fig. S7, the initial output/transfer curves are almost the same as those after continuous forward voltage sweeps. Furthermore, hysteresis is rather small for both the transfer and output curves measured with forward and reverse voltage sweeps for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film as shown in fig. S8. On the basis of these results, it can be concluded that the possible contribution of the drift of ions and ionic conductivity to the enhancement of charge carrier mobility can be neglected.

Spectroscopic studies
---------------------

Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption, infrared (IR), Raman, and electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra were measured for neat and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films. As depicted in fig. S9, no ESR signals from NMe~4~I-induced polarons were detected in any of the films. Moreover, UV-vis absorption, IR, and Raman spectra of DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films overlapped well with those of the pure films, as shown in fig. S10. These results manifest that the electronic structure of DPPTTT was not affected by the presence of NMe~4~I, and chemical charge-transfer doping did not occur. This conclusion was further corroborated by photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) measurements, which were performed with the neat DPPTTT thin film and the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the PDS spectra of both thin films. The samples showed no discernable changes, in particular, no evidence for polaron-induced absorptions in the sub-bandgap absorption region. This also indicates that the NMe~4~I additive does not act as a chemical dopant of DPPTTT and does not alter the electronic structure of the polymer materially. This is also indicated by the energetic disorder parameter, the Urbach energy, extracted from a linear fit to the exponentially decaying sub-bandgap tail of the PDS absorption edge. The Urbach energy provides an empirical way of assessing energetic disorder in the polymer semiconductor due to variations in backbone conformation that have been found to correlate with the field-effect mobilities observed in polymer FETs ([@R32], [@R53]). The estimated Urbach energy for both the neat film and the films with NMe~4~I was 38 meV (see inset of [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which is a relatively low value compared to most conjugated D-A polymers, although not as low as in the polymers with the lowest degree of energetic disorder ([@R32]). Such low Urbach energy indicates that DPPTTT exhibits a relatively low degree of energetic disorder and that the NMe~4~I additive does not change the degree of energetic disorder in DPPTTT.

![PDS spectra of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films.\
PDS spectra of thin films of DPPTTT and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1. The inset shows the respective Urbach energies.](1600076-F5){#F5}

Thin-film morphology
--------------------

Morphological changes of the polymer films after addition of NMe~4~I were explored with atomic force microscopy (AFM). Both the height and phase images ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) show that the neat thin film of DPPTTT contains interconnected fibers with an average width of ca. 8 nm and some fibers are aggregated. After incorporation of NMe~4~I, the fibers of similar size are kept, but large fiber aggregates are formed (see highlighted circles in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We currently cannot conclude that the appearance of large fiber aggregates within DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film is beneficial for charge transport because it is reported that much of the charge transport occurs along individual polymer chains and only requires intermittent connectivity to other chains according to recent studies ([@R31], [@R54], [@R55]).

![AFM images of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I.\
(**A** to **D**) AFM height and phase images of the neat DPPTTT thin film (A and B) and the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1 (C and D). The circles in (C) highlight the formation of more connected and larger fiber aggregates within the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film in comparison with those marked by circles in (A) for the neat DPPTTT thin film.](1600076-F6){#F6}

Interchain packing order
------------------------

Grazing incidence wide-angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurements were performed for the neat DPPTTT and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films. [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the two-dimensional (2D) GIWAXS patterns and the respective profiles along the *Q*~z~ and *Q*~xy~ directions. As depicted in [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the neat thin film showed one scattering peak along the *Q*~z~ direction at *Q*~z~ = ca. 0.33 Å^−1^ and a weak one at *Q*~z~ = ca. 0.63 Å^−1^, corresponding to the intermolecular polymer chain packing distance of ca. 19.3 Å, which was rather close to that reported previously ([@R49]). However, for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film, four orders of scattering signals along the *Q*~z~ direction were observed; apart from the first peak at *Q*~z~ = ca. 0.33 Å^−1^ with a *d*-spacing of ca. 19.3 Å, the second-, third-, and fourth-order scattering peaks at *Q*~z~ = ca. 0.63 Å^−1^, *Q*~z~ = ca. 0.92 Å^−1^, and *Q*~z~ = ca. 1.25 Å^−1^, respectively, emerged after incorporation of NMe~4~I (see [Fig. 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Obviously, the degree of order for the lamellar edge-on stacking of the alkyl chains increases for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film. Moreover, the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film exhibited a scattering signal at *Q*~xy~ = ca. 1.60 Å^−1^, corresponding to a *d*-spacing of ca. 3.9 Å in the in-plane direction (see [Fig. 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, a weak peak *Q*~z~ = ca. 1.60 Å^−1^ in the out-of-plane was detected after incorporation of NMe~4~I (see [Fig. 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These GIWAXS data indicate the appearance of interchain stacking for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film. In comparison, the neat DPPTTT thin film showed no scattering signals higher than 1.50 Å^−1^ in both the out-of-plane and in-plane directions. These results reveal that the incorporation of NMe~4~I can improve the packing order degree for both side alkyl chains and the interchain stacking of the conjugated backbones.

![GIWAXS patterns of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films.\
(**A** and **B**) 2D GIWAXS images of DPPTTT (A) and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I (B) at a molar ratio of 30:1. (**C**) Out-of-plane linecuts of 2D GIWAXS of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1. (**D**) In-plane linecuts of 2D GIWAXS of DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1.](1600076-F7){#F7}

Theoretical calculation
-----------------------

To better understand the improvement of the degree of order in the lamellar stacking of the alkyl side chains and interchain stacking in the presence of NMe~4~I, we performed theoretical calculations for two repeat units of DPPTTT; three branching alkyl chains were replaced separately by three --CH~2~CH~3~, and each of the two long alkyl chains of the fourth branching group was replaced by --CH~2~CH~2~CH~3~ to simplify the calculations. The molecular geometries of DPPTTT alone and after incorporation of either I^−^ or NMe~4~^+^ were optimized by density functional theory using the B3LYP functional with the MidiX basis set for I^−^ and 6-31G\* basis set for other atoms. The polarizable continuum model with *o*-DCB as solvent was implemented to take account of the environmental dielectric effects. As depicted in [Fig. 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, the most negative electrostatic potential (ESP) is around the carbonyl groups of DPP moieties, whereas the most positive ESP is around the thienothiophene moieties. According to the ESP map, iodide and tetramethylammonium ions were put close to the thienothiophene and carbonyl groups, respectively. Then, the conformation was further optimized, and the resulting energetically stable conformation is shown in [Fig. 8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. This is indeed consistent with the observation that the ^13^C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation times of carbon atoms of the side alkyl chains are shortened for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I film in comparison with those for the neat film (table S2).

![Theoretical calculation of the torsion of the side alkyl chains.\
(**A**) The ESP map of DPPTTT (in unit of Hartree); the unit is elementary charge. (**B**) Illustration of the positions (including the interatomic distances) of I^−^ and NMe~4~^+^ on DPPTTT and the rotation angle of the side alkyl chain that is highlighted in cyan. (**C**) The variation of the calculated torsion potential versus the dihedral angle between the side chain and conjugated backbone for neat DPPTTT and those after incorporation of either I^−^ or NMe~4~^+^. (**D**) Schematic diagram of the torsion of the alkyl chain and indication of the dihedral angle.](1600076-F8){#F8}

The dihedral angle between the side chain and the polymer backbone was altered consecutively. During rotation, the polymer backbone and I^−^ or NMe~4~^+^ were fixed, whereas the side chain was relaxed. The calculated torsion potentials are shown in [Fig. 8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. Apparently, in the presence of I^−^ or NMe~4~^+^, the variation of torsion potential versus the dihedral angle (between the side chain and the conjugated backbone) is much steeper with respect to the neat DPPTTT; thus, the rotation of the side chain can be restricted to some extent, and the number of accessible conformations for the side chain of DPPTTT should be reduced.

Scanning kelvin probe microscopy characterization
-------------------------------------------------

To examine the effect of the incorporation of NMe~4~I on the interfacial contact resistance between the drain/source electrodes and semiconducting film, the potential profiles across the channel were measured using scanning kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) under different gate voltages for both the neat and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin films. The source electrode was grounded, and the drain was kept constant at −4 V when the gate was varied. It is obvious that potential drops were detected at the interfaces between source/drain electrodes and semiconducting films when the gate voltage was low for the neat thin film (see fig. S11). This is due to the existence of contact resistance. As the gate voltage increased, the potential drop became less obvious, implying the reduction of contact resistance due to conductivity enhancement. However, for the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I thin film, no potential drops were observed at the respective interfaces between source/drain electrodes and semiconducting films at different gate voltages as shown in fig. S11. The potential decreased from source electrode to drain electrode uniformly, and the potential profiles were almost independent of the gate voltage. The results manifest that the contact resistance was largely reduced in the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I film. This may be caused by the enhancement of thin-film conductivity reflected by the slight enhancement of the OFF current in the transfer curves (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This reduction of contact resistance is expected to enhance the charge mobility. However, a quantitative analysis of the contact resistance--corrected potential drops along the channel shows that the charge mobility is expected to be enhanced only by factors of 1.3 to 1.9 as a result of the lower contact resistance in the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films (see fig. S12).

On the basis of these characterization results, the enhancement of charge carrier mobility for DPPTTT film upon addition of NMe~4~I can be rationalized as follows. The reduction of contact resistance can only partly account for the improved charge mobility in the DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I films. The improvement of the degree of edge-on lamellar packing of the alkyl side chains and interchain π-π stacking is likely to be the most important factor responsible for the improvement in charge mobility. The theoretical simulations show that the I^−^ and NMe~4~^+^ ions are expected to inhibit the torsion of the alkyl side chains and in this way improve the lamellar side chain packing and interchain π-π stacking. To conclude, the incorporation of NMe~4~I into thin film of DPPTTT can lead to (i) improvement of conductivity and reduction of contact resistance and (ii) inhibition of the torsion of side alkyl chains and facilitation of the orderly lamellar arrangement of the alkyl side chains and interchain π-π stacking. The formation of large fiber aggregates after incorporation of NMe~4~I may also facilitate charge transport. These facts work synergistically and lead to the remarkable enhancement of charge carrier mobility.

Charge carrier mobility enhancement for other conjugated D-A polymers after incorporating NMe~4~I
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On the basis of the above understanding, we investigated whether this strategy with NMe~4~I can be applied to other conjugated polymers to improve charge carrier mobilities. BGBC FETs with thin films of PDPP4T, PBDTTT-C-T, P3HT, and P3EHT ([Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and the respective thin films after incorporation of NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1 (the respective repeat unit versus NMe~4~I) were fabricated. On the basis of the respective transfer curves (see fig. S13), which were measured without thermal annealing, hole mobilities of the respective neat films and those after incorporation of NMe~4~I were extracted as listed in table S3. Note that hole mobility of PDPP4T (obtained by fitting the linear part of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ at low voltages) increased from 0.8 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ for the neat film to 8.1 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ after addition of NMe~4~I. Hole mobilities were also estimated conservatively as described above; in this manner, hole mobility of PDPP4T thin film was again enhanced by about four times after incorporation of NMe~4~I (see table S3). The hole mobility enhancement (about fourfold) was also observed for PBDTTT-C-T after addition of NMe~4~I. However, hole mobility of both P3HT and P3EHT decreased upon incorporation of NMe~4~I (see table S3). Like DPPTTT, PDPP4T and PBDTTT-C-T are conjugated D-A polymers with branched side alkyl chains, whereas P3HT and P3EHT contain just thiophene moieties with linear alkyl chains and branched alkyl chains, respectively. This shows that our simple approach of incorporating an ionic additive, NMe~4~I, for enhancing hole mobility is applicable to a range of conjugated D-A polymers with branched side alkyl chains, but does not provide a universal benefit for all conjugated polymers.

![Chemical structures of PDPP4T, PBDTTT-C-T, P3HT, and P3EHT.](1600076-F9){#F9}

CONCLUSION
==========

To conclude, we report the discovery that the charge mobility of the conjugated D-A polymer DPPTTT can be remarkably enhanced by addition of ionic NMe~4~I. The hole mobility of the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1 is increased by more than an order of magnitude over that of the neat films without extra thermal treatments and reaches very high values of 4.4 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ (when estimated conservatively) or 26.2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, respectively (when estimated from a narrow gate voltage range near the turn on). Spectroscopic studies conclude that this improvement is not due to chemical charge-transfer doping. Instead, on the basis of GIWAXS and theoretical studies, we reason that this mobility enhancement is induced by the inhibition of the torsion of the branching alkyl chains due to the presence of iodide and tetramethylammonium ions and consequent facilitation of the formation of an ordered lamellar packing of the alkyl side chains benefiting the interchain π-π interactions. Our results identify the use of ionic additive as a powerful method for improving the microstructural order and charge transport properties of the conjugated D-A polymer DPPTTT. This simple approach is also applicable to other conjugated D-A polymers for improving charge carrier mobilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials and characterization techniques
-----------------------------------------

NMe~4~I was purchased from Aldrich without further purification. PDPP4T, PBDTTT-C-T, P3HT, and P3EHT were purchased from Solarmer Materials Inc. DPPTTT was prepared and purified according to the reported procedures ([@R48], [@R49]). *M*~w~ was determined by gel permeation chromatography at 140°C on a PL-220 system using three PLgel Olexis columns and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as eluent; a flow rate of 1 ml min^−1^ was used.

^1^H and ^13^C NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance 500 and Bruker Avance 400 spectrometers. Absorption spectra were measured using a Jasco V-570 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. IR and Raman spectra were measured using TENSOR 27 (Bruker) and RFS 100/S (Bruker), respectively. ESR spectra were recorded on ESP 300 (Bruker). AFM images were recorded on a Nanoscope III AFM in trapping mode. GIWAXS measurements were conducted at the 8-ID-E beamline ([@R56]) at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, using x-rays with a wavelength of λ = 1.6868 Å and a beam size of \~200 μm (*h*) and 20 μm (*v*). PDS was performed as reported before ([@R53]). Thin film thicknesses were measured using a profilometer (Ambios Technology XP-2). The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on the ESCALAB 250Xi XPS system. Capacitance at different frequencies (1 to 2000 Hz) was measured on NF ZM2371 LCR meter.

Fabrication of OFET devices
---------------------------

A heavily *n*-doped Si wafer with a 300-nm SiO~2~ surface layer (respective capacitance of 11 nF·cm^−2^) was used as the substrate, with Si wafer serving as a common gate electrode and SiO~2~ as the dielectric. For the OTS self-assembled monolayer modification, the Si wafer surface was first cleaned by sonication in acetone and deionized water for 5.0 min sequentially and then immersed in piranha solution (2:1 mixture of sulfuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide) for 20 min under 100°C. This was followed by rinsing with deionized water several times. Then, the silicon wafer was sonicated in deionized water and isopropanol for 5.0 min. After drying by nitrogen blow, the silicon wafer was treated in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 30 min and then modified with OTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane) in a vacuum oven at 125°C for 240 min. OTS-modified silicon wafer was cleaned by sonication in trichloromethane, hexane, and isopropanol separately for 5.0 min in each case and dried by nitrogen blow. The Au source/drain electrodes were then deposited via thermal vacuum evaporation on the substrate through a shadow mask bearing source/drain electrode features of various dimensions. For BGBC devices, DPPTTT was spin-coated from its hot *o*-DCB solution (5.0 mg/ml, 100°C) onto the Au-patterned dielectric surface. During this spin-coating process, the wafer was heated using a hair dryer for 20 s. NMe~4~I in DMSO was added to the hot *o*-DCB solution of DPPTTT. This solution was stirred for 5.0 min at 100°C in ambient atmosphere and then spin-coated as before. For the CYTOP/SiO~2~ dielectric layer, CYTOP was spin-coated onto the surface of SiO~2~, and the CYTOP surface was treated with plasma, followed by modification with OTS; then, the respective solutions were spin-coated onto the surfaces. Thin-film thicknesses, measured using a profilometer (Ambios Technology XP-2), were in the range of 50 to 60 nm for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (45:1), DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (30:1), DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (15:1), and the neat DPPTTT thin films, whereas that for DPPTTT-NMe~4~I (7.5:1) was in the range of 80 to 90 nm. Thin films of DPPTTT and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I on the silicon wafers, which were prepared similarly to those for fabrication of FETs, were subjected to XPS analyses. As an example, fig. S14 shows the XPS spectra of core level bands of N 1*s* and I 3*d* (I 3*d*~5/2~ and I 3*d*~3/2~) for DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (15:1). The N 1*s* band centered at 402.0 eV was detected for the thin film. This N 1*s* band is due to the nitrogen in NMe~4~^+^. Simultaneously, the I 3*d*~5/2~ and I 3*d*~3/2~ bands centered at 619.0 and 630.3 eV due to I^−^ were also detected. Thus, it can be concluded that NMe~4~I was retained in the thin film.

To address the possibility of gate-induced drift of ions from the bulk into the interface, which may change the effective capacitance of the device, NMe~4~I solutions with different concentrations \[0.24, 0.46, and 0.84 μmol/ml in DMSO/*o*-DCB (v/v; 1:20, 1:10, and 1:5, respectively)\] were spin-coated onto the OTS-modified SiO~2~ dielectric layer in the same way as for the preparations of the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films; the concentrations of NMe~4~I were the same as those for the preparations of the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films with molar ratios of 30:1, 15:1, and 7.5:1. These dielectric layers with NMe~4~I were subjected to capacitance measurements at different frequencies (1 to 2000 Hz) with the configuration Au/NMe~4~I/OTS-modified SiO~2~/Si. The data shown in fig. S15 indicate that (i) the capacitances are frequency-independent and (ii) the capacitances (11.3 ± 0.5 nF·cm^−2^) are almost the same as those for OTS-modified SiO~2~ dielectric layer without NMe~4~I. These results reveal that the presence of a small amount of NMe~4~I on the dielectric layer does not affect the capacitance. Moreover, DPPTTT solutions were spin-coated onto the OTS-modified SiO~2~ with NMe~4~I, and the resulting thin films were used to fabricate FETs. As shown in fig. S16, hysteresis in transfer characteristics was clearly observed between the forward and reverse voltage sweeps. Similarly, transfer curves for the neat DPPTTT and DPPTTT**-**NMe~4~I (30:1) thin films (on the OTS-modified SiO~2~) were measured with both forward and reverse voltage sweeps. As depicted in fig. S8, the transfer curves between the forward and reverse voltage sweeps were almost overlapped for both neat DPPTTT and DPPTTT**-**NMe4I (30:1) thin films. These results manifest that NMe~4~^+^ and I^−^ ions are mainly retained in the bulk thin films for DPPTTT-NMe~4~I and the gate-induced drift of ions from the bulk into the interface can be neglected. Conversely, these data support the conclusion that the presence of NMe~4~I in the thin films does not affect the capacitance.

Device characterization
-----------------------

Characterization of thin-film FETs was carried out using a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterization System in ambient air. The field-effect mobility in the saturation regime was extracted using the equation *I*~DS~ = *C*~i~μ(*V*~GS~ − *V*~Th~)^2^*W*/2*L*, under the condition of −*V*~DS~ \> −(*V*~GS~ − *V*~Th~). Alternatively, two points corresponding to threshold voltage and *V*~GS~ = −30 V of the plot of *I*~DS~^1/2^ versus *V*~GS~ were selected to estimate the mobility conservatively using the same equation *I*~DS~ = *C*~i~μ(*V*~GS~ − *V*~Th~)^2^*W*/2*L*, where *I*~DS~ is the source/drain current, μ is the field-effect mobility, *W* is the channel width, *L* is the channel length, *C*~i~ is the capacitance per unit area of gate dielectric layer, and *V*~GS~ (−30 V), *V*~Th~, and *V*~DS~ are the gate, threshold, and source/drain voltages, respectively.

Scanning kelvin probe microscopy measurement
--------------------------------------------

The SKPM measurement was done using a Veeco Dimension 3100 scanning probe microscopy system in ambient conditions. The SCM-PIT (Pt-Ir; frequency, \~75 kHz; Bruker) tip was used for the SKPM measurement. The drain and gate voltages were provided to the device through a home-made sample holder. In the linear regime, the mobility can be obtained from μ = *I*~DS~*L*/\[*V*~DS~*WC*~i~(*V*~GS~ − *V*~Th~)\]. When the contact resistance is taken into account, the value of *L*/*V*~DS~ needs to be corrected according to the measured potential profiles, whereas other parameters remain unchanged. With this method, the corrected mobility is dependent on the gate voltage and can be 1.3 to 1.9 times higher than the uncorrected ones at *V*~GS~ from 0 to −30 V.
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fig. S1. Transfer and output characteristics of FETs with DPPTTT and the DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1 by using CYTOP-modified dielectric layers.

fig. S2. Extraction of hole mobilities from the transfer characteristics of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1.

fig. S3. Variation of hole mobility for FETs with DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin film at a molar ratio of 30:1 before and after thermal annealing at 80°, 100°, and 120°C.

fig. S4. Transfer characteristics of FETs with DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films at different molar ratios.

fig. S5. Transfer and output characteristics of FETs with DPPTTT-NMe~4~Br thin films at a molar ratio of 30:1.

fig. S6. Transfer characteristics of FETs with DPPTTT thin films without NMe~4~I after addition of DMSO to the polymer solutions.

fig. S7. The initial output/transfer curves for DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I (30:1) thin film and those after the third, fifth, seventh, and tenth forward voltage sweeps (1st, black; 3rd, blue; 5th, red; 7th, yellow; 10th, cyan).

fig. S8. The transfer and output curves of FETs with DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films at a molar ratio of 30:1 measured with forward (black) and reverse (blue) voltage sweeps (*V*~GS~ from 5 to −40 and to 5 V; *V*~DS~ from 0 to −60 and to 0 V).

fig. S9. ESR spectra of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I.

fig. S10. Absorption, IR, and Raman spectra of thin films of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at molar ratios of 15:1 and 30:1.

fig. S11. The SKPM potential profiles of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I thin films at a molar ratio of 30:1 under different gate voltages.

fig. S12. The dependence of the ratio of corrected mobility to uncorrected mobility of DPPTTT thin film on the gate voltage.

fig. S13. Transfer characteristics of FETs with other conjugated D-A polymers after incorporation of NMe~4~I.

fig. S14. X-ray photoelectron spectra of thin films of DPPTTT and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 15:1.

fig. S15. The plot of the capacitances at different frequencies (1 to 2000 Hz) for the dielectric layers measured with the configuration Au/NMe~4~I/OTS-modified SiO~2~/Si.

fig. S16. Hysteresis in transfer characteristics of FETs with DPPTTT using the NMe~4~I-OTS-SiO~2~ as the dielectric layer.

table S1. The hole mobilities (μ) extracted by the two-point method with *V*~Th~ and different values of *V*~GS~ for as-prepared BGBC FETs with DPPTTT neat film and DPPTTT-NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1.

table S2. Relaxation times of carbon atoms of the side alkyl chains of DPPTTT in the absence and presence of NMe~4~I on the basis of solid state of ^13^C NMR.

table S3. The mobilities (μ), threshold voltages (*V*~Th~), on/off ratios (*I*~on~/*I*~off~), *I*~off~, and subthreshold slop (*S*) for as-prepared BGBC FETs with neat thin films of PDPP4T, PBDTTT-C-T, P3HT, and P3EHT and the respective thin films after incorporation of NMe~4~I at a molar ratio of 30:1.
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